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STIPENDIARY STEWARDS’ REPORT  

SUNDAY 7th MARCH, 2010 

BUSAN-GYEONGNAM RACECOURSE 

 
Weather: Overcast                                                                               Track moisture: 20% 

                                                                                                                  

STEWARDS: Brett A Wright (Chairman), Shin Yong Sang and Park Jang Youl 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORTS: 

BUSAN-GYEONGNAM RACECOURSE - FRIDAY 26TH FEBRUARY, 2010 

RACE 9 – CLASS 3 (Domestic-bred)-Apprentice Hwang Jong Woo(Bugyeong Jijon) was 

reprimanded for carelessly shifting in near the 1300m when not clear of Gangho Jeonseol, 
resulting in that horse being hampered and getting its head up.  

 

BUSAN-GYEONGNAM RACECOURSE - SATURDAY 5TH MARCH, 2010 

RACE 7 – CLASS 3 (Foreign-bred)-A further veterinary examination of High Sandy in the days 

following the event, revealed the filly had incurred a serious near foreleg tendon injury and has 

now been retired from racing. 

 

BUSAN-GYEONGNAM RACECOURSE - SATURDAY 6TH MARCH, 2010 

Brown Angel, which competed in Heat 1 of the Race Trials on this day, was found to have 

suffered its first bleeding attack and is consequently banned from racing for 1 month. 

__________________________________________________ 

 

Race 1 1000m-CLASS 4 (Foreign-bred)-12.40pm 

 
Shortly after the start, Cheonmyeongdaewang and Living Legend bumped on several 

occasions; and when being steadied approaching the 900m, Living Legend got its head up and 

lost ground. Jockey You Hyun Myung(Geumsae) was warned for allowing his mount, which was 

laying in, to shift ground in near the 900m and bump with Bugyeong Ace. After the 500m, 

Choegouigippeum momentarily lay in behind Glory Captain. Passing the 300m Geumsae lay in 

and shifted to the inside rail. A post race veterinary examination of Gamunbulpae and Living 
Legend did not reveal any obvious abnormality.  

 

 

Race 2 1200m-CLASS 3 (Foreign-bred)-1.40pm 

Step’s Street jumped awkwardly. Myeongmun Bobae blundered when the gates opened. 

Cheonu Yeonggwang shifted out on leaving the gates and bumped What a Surprise. Nanse 
Yeongung was slow to begin. Shortly after the start, Winning Road got its head up and 

became unbalanced, when being steadied. About the 1100m, Excellent Champ lay in and 

carried What a Surprise in onto Cheonu Yeonggwang. Approaching the 1000m Step’s 
Street(Mun Jung Won) commenced to lay out and when being corrected, shifted out abruptly, 

getting its head up, clipping the heels of Seungni Cheonsa, blundering and almost dislodging its 

rider, who was badly unbalanced for some distance. Baik Kwang Yeol, trainer of Step’s Street 
was advised a warning would be recorded against the filly’s racing manners and steps must be 

taken to rectify its behaviour. For a short distance after the 1000m Smart Road lay out. About 

the 300m, Myeongmun Bobae rolled out and brushed Uno Jackal. A post race veterinary 

examination of Step’s Street did not reveal any obvious abnormality.  
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Race 3 1400m-CLASS 5 (Domestic-bred)-2.10pm 

 
Boeun, which jumped awkwardly and shifted in, losing considerable ground, will be required to 

perform to the satisfaction of the Starter in an official stall test before being permitted to start 

again. On leaving the gates, Golden Daffodil was bumped by Geumjebi, which shifted in after 

being bumped by Grey Tomboy. Ilseong Tiger was slow to begin. Ensuing from an inquiry, 

jockey M Hitomi(Grey Tomboy) was fined 100,000\ for careless riding, in that after the 

1300m, she made insufficient effort to prevent her mount, which was racing keenly and laying 

in slightly, from shifting ground and tightening Geumjebi onto Golden Daffodil, which became 

unbalanced and was checked. Jockey Shim Tae Sub(Sky Beauty) which had raced to the 

outside of Grey Tomboy and shifted in slightly, causing slight inconvenience to Grey Tomboy, 

was warned to he must ensure he gives comfortable racing room to inside runners at all times. 

A post race veterinary examination of Boeun and Saeroun Hou did not reveal any obvious 

abnormality. A sample was directed to be taken from Saeroun Hou. 

 

 

Race 4 1400m-CLASS 4 (Domestic-bred)-2.40pm 

 

On leaving the gates Warzone Star shifted in and bumped Last Forever. Shortly after the start, 

Super Best ran in and tightened Wonderful Speed onto Powerful Spark. About the 1300m 

Super Best, when struck with the whip, lay in and momentarily crowded Wonderful Speed and 

Powerful Spark onto Lovis. After passing the 150m Super Best lay out. Apprentice Kim Nam 

Sung(Super Best) was fined 50,000\ for excessive use of the whip on the filly after the 100m. 

A post race veterinary examination of Powerful Spark and Wind Force did not reveal any 

obvious abnormality, however; Rose Flower was found to be lame in off foreleg. A sample was 

directed to be taken from Rose Flower. 
 

 

Race 5 1600m-CLASS 2 (Domestic-bred)-3.35pm  

 

Generation was slow to begin. Ensuing from an inquiry, Jockey Jo Sung Gon(Cheonnyeon 
Daero) was found to have ridden carelessly in that near the 1300m, whilst his mount was 

laying in, he continued to push the colt, allowing it to shift in when not clear of Angel Star, 
which was carried in onto Galsaek Geotop, which had to be steadied. Stewards believed a 

reprimand should be imposed, however; as this was the third occasion for a similar offence and 

in accordance with KRA penalty guidelines, he was fined 30,000\. Near the 1000m Power 
Boy shifted out when racing close to the heels of Teukgeuphaegyeolsa, causing some 

inconvenience to Mitdeuma. When under pressure after the 300m, Cheonnyeon Daero lay in 

and proved difficult for jockey Jo Sung Gon to ride. A post race veterinary examination of 

Gimakhin Seungbu did not reveal any obvious abnormality, however; Perfect Harmony was 

found to be noticeably lame in the off foreleg. 
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Race 6 1800m-CLASS 1 (Foreign-bred)-4.30pm 

 

Lucky Guy began awkwardly with its head up. Shortly after the start, Binnaneun Useung 

momentarily shifted in and bumped Yeonseung Daero onto Wakeup America. After the 1700m, 

Shane Bob faltered badly and when being eased from the race, shifted out, carrying Ima 
Firecracker very wide. About the 400m Namchee broke down and was eased from the race. A 

post race veterinary examination of Shane Bob revealed the horse to be lame in the off foreleg 

and Namchee had suffered a near foreleg tendon injury. 

 

 

 

GENERAL: In addition to those horses reported sent for sampling, routine urine samples were 

ordered to be taken from the first three placed horses in each race. 

 

 

 
SUMMARY OF ACTION TAKEN 

SUSPENSIONS Brown Angel– supplementary 

REPRIMANDS Hwang Jong Woo – supplementary 

FINES 
Race 3 – M Hitomi  
Race 4 – Kim Nam Sung 
Race 5 – Jo Sung Gon 

WARNINGS 
Race 1 – You Hyun Myung 
Race 2 – Step’s Street 
Race 3 – Shim Tae Sub 

RACE TRIALS Nil 

STALL TESTS Race 3 – Boeun 

BLEEDERS Brown Angel – supplementary  

DISQUALIFICATIONS Nil 

FALLS Nil 

FOLLOW UP Nil 

 

 


